VOTING ON THE ICX-BMD

1. The voter inserts an activated Voter Card into the ICX-BMD. The Voter Card must remain inserted in the ICX-BMD during the voting session.

2. If more than one language is available, the voter will be prompted to choose a language.

3. The voter may change the displayed language and/or the size of the text at any time by pressing the Language or Text Size buttons at the top of the screen.

4. The voter navigates the ballot using either the contest tabs at the top of the screen:
   1) Move forward or backward
   2) Contest tabs
   Or the navigation buttons at the bottom of the screen:
   1) Previous screen
   2) Next screen

5. To vote for a write-in, the voter taps on Write-in in the candidate listing. The voter then types in the desired name and presses the Accept button at the bottom of the screen.

- If voter card is removed mid-vote, poll worker card must be inserted and logged in before voter card can be reinserted to continue. (notify Poll Manager)
- Make sure voter card is inserted on the correct side.
6 After the last contest or when the Review button is pressed, the voter is taken to the Ballot Review screen. The voter’s selections are displayed and any contests that are blank or undervoted are displayed with warnings. Scroll bars are also displayed as needed to view contests not displayed on the screen.
- The voter reviews their selections and can return to the ballot by tapping on a contest or pressing the Back to Ballot button.
- When the voter is satisfied with their selections, they press the Print Ballot button.

7 Once the voter presses the Print Ballot button, they will receive an Information message or a Warning message. The Warning message only appears if one or more contests have been left blank or are undervoted.

At this point, the voter can choose:
1) Print your ballot
2) Review your choices (returns to the review screen)

If the voter chooses Print your ballot and they have one or more blank or undervoted contests, they will be presented with another message at which point they can confirm ballot printing or return to the ballot.

8 Once the ballot has printed, the voter should press the Continue button at the bottom of the screen and remove their Voter Card.

The voter must then remove their printed ballot from the printer, review it for accuracy, then insert it into the ICP scanner for tabulation.

IMPORTANT: The ballot is not considered as cast until it has been inserted into the ICP scanner.